Let’s STOP pathologising addictions! The BSP Crocodile Set Ups to resolve clients
unwanted behaviours!
•

•

Dr. Roby Abeles, is an accomplished, in demand psychotherapist with 35+ years of
experience in diverse clinical, academic, government, and human services
environments in the USA & Australia
Roby is a recovering addict/alcoholic (36 years) who developed both the BSP &
Addictions with the Narrative Therapy “Crocodile” Set Ups to address compulsive
behaviours, & The Hero’s Journey with BSP MultiFocal Set Up which moves clients
into post addiction/trauma growth.
1. Experts views on defining ‘addiction’
2. Understand main brain problem in stopping unwanted behaviours
3. Understand why its necessary to do both Crocodile Set Ups, double spot
& expansion spot
4. Learn how to do both Crocodile Set Ups
5. Understand link between attachment and addictive/compulsive
behaviours
I’ve stopped calling addiction, addiction.
I’ve been an addiction and trauma therapist for over 35 years. I now call
addiction a ‘self-soothing behaviour’ or ‘a behaviour that once had positive value
but now has negative value’ or “the behaviour you’d like to change”.
Therapists need to change the lens through which compulsive self-soothing
behaviours are seen. We don’t terminate our anxious or depressed clients if they
come into our office and say “I’m still anxious and depressed and I’ve been
coming to you for a month now” or “I spent the day in bed” or “I had a panic
attack in the street”.
Yet, many are taught to withhold/terminate treatment from our ”addicted” clients if
they relapse, or say “I’m still struggling with my addiction”.
I see these compulsive behaviours as an attempt not only to soothe pain, which it
most definitely is, but also as an attempt for a secure attachment relationship. I
see addiction, as more of an attachment-based issue which needs to have
attachment repair integral to each treatment session – either explicitly or
implicitly.
I use Narrative therapy & the metaphor of “The Crocodile and The Pearls” to
‘externalise” and depathologise the compulsive ‘behaviour’ and reduce shame
initially.
Together, we will have an overview of these topics, then, after teaching you the
BSP Crocodile Double Spot and the BSP Freedom Expansion Spot Set Ups, I will
do a demo of both set ups with a volunteer. There will be some time for Q & A at
the end.
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